Alperin [1] has recently introduced a fundamental method for conjugating from one p-Sylow subgroup Q of a finite group G to a second p-Sylow subgroup P in a series of steps. The importance of this is that it provides information concerning the conjugacy in G of subsets of P, that is, fusion of subsets of P. In certain situations it is possible to extend these results to the case of conjugate p-subgroups Q and P of G which are not p-Sylow subgroups of G.
I. TilE RELATIO:\ ""' Let G be a group and P a fixed p-subgroup of G.
DEFI;'\ITIOi\" 1.1. LetQ be conjugate to J> in G. The intersection Q n P is said to be tame provided that P n NG(Q n P) and Q n NG(Q (J P) are each maximal intersections of conjugates of J> with NG(Q n P). That is, if pu n NG(Q n P) ~ P (J NG(Q n P) and pz (J NG(Q n P) ~ Q (J NG(Q nP), then Py n NG(Q n P) = IJ> n NG(Q n P) and PZ (J NG(Q Ii P) .. ~
Q (J NG(Q n P).
When Q n P ,~ I or Q = P, the conditions of Definition 1.1 are automatically satisfied. If Q n P is maximal among intersections of distinct conjugates of P, then Q n P is easily seen to bc tame. It should be noted that the definition is dependent of the particular groups Q and P, not jU>lt the group Q n P.
LEM:'IIA 1.2. If Q (J P is a tame intersection and H, K are subgroups of G with P p-Sylow in Hand Q p-Sylow in K, then N p(Q n P) is p-Sylow in N H(Q n P) and IV o(Q n P) is p-Sylou' in IV I<{Q n P).
Proof. By symmetry we need only show that N p(Q n P) is p-Sylow in IV H(Q (J P). If this is not the case, let Rl > N p(Q (J P) be p-Sylow in 1'1 H(Q n P) and let R be p-Sylow in H with R ~ R1 . Then R (J IV G(Q n P) > Rl > P n NG(Q n P), which contradicts the fact that Q n P is tame.
If P is ap-Sylow subgroup of G, then Q n P is tame according to Definition
if and only if N p(Q (J P) and N o(Q n P) are each p-Sylow in N G(Q (J P).
This agrees with Alperin [I] .
DEFI:\ITIO:\ \.3. Let Q, R be conjugates of P. We write Q "'-' R provided that there exist conjugates Q1 , ... , Qn , U I , ... , Uri of P and elements Xl'"'' xn of G such that (a) Qi (J P is tame intersection, i . co 1, ... , n.
(b) Qi n P cS; [it, i =-c 1, ... , n.
(c) Xi E U i n NG(Qi n P), i = 1, ... , n. If Q "" R and X is as in Definition 1.2, we say that Q ."'-' R via x. Condition (e) says that we conjugate from Q to R in a sequcnce of steps, each of which keeps track of the intersection Q II P. ::Vloreovcr, by condition (c) each conjugation is performed by an clement in some conjugate of P. Clearly Si II P is a tame intersection for i '-= I, ... , I; thus (a) holds. Also (b) and (c) hold. 1.6 . Let Q, R be conjugates of P such that Q n R > Q n P and R ,....., P. Suppose further that S "-' P for each conjugate S of P with! S n P; > I Q n P I. Then Q "-' P.
Proof. Let R --P via x, so that R'" = P. Then Q'" n P = Q'" () R'" =--"
(Q()R)"'. By hypothesis we then have IQ"'nPI = IQnRI > IQnP!, so that gx , -. . . ; P. As R n P ~ (Q n R) n P ~ Q n P and R ,....., P, the result follows from Lemma 1.5.
LEl\L\1A 1.7. Let Q be a conjugate of P such that Q n P is a tame intersection, Q 'i-' P, bitt S , . . . . . . . , P wherever S is a conjugate of P with I S n PI> I Q n P;. Let x E <Po, Qo>, where Po, Qo are subgroups of NG(Q n P) containing Q n P and conjugate in G to subgroups of P. 
This yields R ,-...., Rx, via X, proving (i).
:i'\ow set R = Q. Since Q,....., Q'" and Q 'i-' P, we have QX 'i-' P. Since
.~ E N G(Q () P), gx n P ~ (Q n P)x () P = Q n P. Thus I QX n P I ~ i Q n P I. As Q:C+ P, by hypothesis we must have! QX n P I = I Q n P I, so that QX n P = Q n P.
It remains to show that Q'" n P is a tame intersection. Since N G(Q:C n P) = NG(Q n P) and since Q n P is a tame intersection, P n NG(Q'" n P) is a ma.ximal intersection of a conjugate of P with N G(Q:C () P). Suppose that S n NG(Q'" n P) > Q:C n Nd(Q'" () P), where S is a conjugate of P.
This contradicts the fact that Q n P is a tame intersection, proving (ii).
THEORP .... \1 1.8. Let P be a subgroup of a finite group G. Suppose that there is a conjugate Tof P for which T 'i-' P. Then there is a conjugateQ of P such that (i) Q 'i-' P, whereas S......., P whenever S is a conjugate of P with I S n PI> I Q n P ,.
(ii) Q n P is a tame intersection and Q ::j=. P.
(iv) Let R be a conjugate of P containing Q n P and H, K, L subgroups of
(v) Let R be a conjugate of P containing Q n P and H, K, L subgroups
and this intersection is p-Sylow in
LnH.
Proof. Let T be a conjugate of P such that T rf..-P and I Tn P I is maximal for such groups T. Then T "* P, and S ""'-' P for every conjugate of
Let U be a conjugate of P containg Tx n NG1Tx n P) such that Un NoCTx n P) is a maximal intersection of NG(TX n P) with a conjugate of P. We first note that U 7--P. For otherwise, and Lemma 1.6 implies that TX,...., P, a contradiction. Clearly, Un P ~ Tx n P and I Un P I ~ I Tx n P I = I(T n P)X I = I Tn P !.
Then Un P = Tx n P, as otherwise the maximality of I Tn P I would imply that U,....., P. As Un NG(TX n P) = Un NG(U n P) is, by definition, a maximal intersection of NG(Tx n P) = NG(U n P) with a conjugate of P, and P n No(Tx n P) = P n NG(U n P) is known to be a maximal intersection of N G( U n P) with a conjugate of P, U n P is a tame intersection.
Let 15 be a p-Sylow subgroup of (Np(U n P), Nu(U n P» containing
If we set Q = Ut:, then Lemma 1.7 implies that U "-'Q, Q rf.-P, U () P = Q n P and Q n P is a tame intersection.
We now verify (i)-(vi).
(i) We have already observed that Q rf.-P. Moreover, ! Q () P I = I Un P! = I T () P I, so that S '" P whenever S is a conjugate of P for which i S () PI> I Q n P I.
(ii) Q n P is known to be a tame intersection.
(iii) This follows from
Q!I () P = Q () P and Q!I n P is a tame intersection. Also Qoz ~ N R (Q n P) 1 for some zE(Qo,NR1(QnP». By Lemma 1.7, QlI,.....QlIZ~P and gvz n P c= QU n P = Q n P. Since Q1I= () Rl ;;;: Qo' () Rl = Qo· > (Q n P)z Q n P = QYZ n P and g!lz + P, by Lemma 1.6 Rl + P. Then Rl () P ;:? Q n P implies that Rl n P -= Q n P. Finally, R t n R ?: NR(Q n P) > Q () P '''~ Rl n P, so that another application of Lemma 1.6 yields R rf.
Let Rl be as in the proof of (iv). By(iv), R rf. Rlt by Lemma 1.7, so that Rtt + P.
As Rtt n P ?: Q n P we have Rlt n P = Q n P. By another application of Lemma 1.7, Rtt '" Ri w , so that Ri w + P. However, implies that Ri w '" P, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.8.
We note that, in Theorem 1.8 (iv), (v) and (vi), we may very well be considering several permutation representations simultaneously.
As a consequence of the above theorem, we have the following result of Alperin ([I], Lemma 5) COHOLLARY 1.9. (Alperin) . If P is a p-Sylow in G and zlQ is any conjugate of P, then Q '" P.
The situation considered in the following theorem is one of the simplest to which Theorem 1.8 applies. As the proof illustrates, a fusion theorem can be obtained whenever P is a p-subgroup of G such that Q '" P for all conjugates We remark that, in Theorem 1.10, we have A"'l''''''', A"'l''''''i+l contained in Qi+l () P and conjugate by the element Xi+l of Ne(Qi+l () P), i = I, ... , n -I.
Proof. We first note that, by Theorem 1.8 (vi), we have pz- 
EXAMPLES
In this section we list some examples of situations in which Theorem 1.8 is applicable. In each case, our conclusion will be thatQ '" P for all conjugates Q of P. Hence, in each case there is a fusion Theorem as in Theorem 1.10 and the remark preceding its proof. EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set Q such that each orbit of G a , ex E Q, has length relatively prime to p. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of H = G".
EXAMPLE 1'. Let G be a finite group such that G = BNG(P)B, where B is a subgroup of G and P is a p-Sylow subgroup of B.
Example I is precisely the situation already considered in Theorem 1.10. Examples 1 and I' are easily seen to describe the same situation. EXAMPLE 2. Let G be a finite group having a normal subgroup M such that GIM has a split (B, N)-pair (see [4] 
for definitions). Let GIM = BIM· NIM· BIM in accordance with the (B, N) structure of GIM, and let HIM be an abelian Hall subgroup of BIM with NjM ~ NG/M(HIM).

Suppose that p II HIM I, and let P be p-Sylow in H.
Since H <J N, N ~ II1'h(P) by the Frattini argument. Therefore
G = ENB = BHNG(P)B = BNG(P)B.
We now appeal to Example 1'.
As a special case of Example 2 we have EXAMPLE 3. G is a finite group having a split (B, N)-pair and P is p-Sylow in the abelian Hall subgroup H of B. Suppose that Q = Pg is as in Theorem 1.8. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of G containing N p(Q () P) and N Q(Q () P). P fixes a nest (or composition series) of subspaces Vo C VI C··· C Vn = V, dim Vi = i, i = 1, ... , n. Also, P fixes a chain of subspaces S = Ss C SS+l C ... C Sn = V, dim Si = i, i = s, ... , n, and these are the only subspaces fixed by P of dimension ?;s.
Set t = dimeS + Sg); t may be n. As Pg () P is p-Sylow in Hg () H by Theorem 1.8 (vi), Pg () P fixes a chain of subspaces S -t-Sg = T t C ... C Tn , dim Ti = i, i = s, ... , n, and these are the only subspaces fixed by Pg () P of dimension ?;t. As Pg () P ~ P, it follows that Ti = Si , i = t, ... , n. Similarly, Ti = Sig , i = t, ... , n. As P and Pg stabilize the chain T t C ... C Tn, and pu () P is the only p-Sylow subgroup of Hg () H stabilizing this chain, it follows that P and Pg nonnalize pg n P. Then also P, pg ::( P, so that these groups stabilize the nest Vo C··· C V n • It follows that Si = Vi = S;g, :i ';=s, ... , n. In particular, S = Sg. Then both P and Pg are the pointwise stabilizer of S = Sg in P. Thus, P = pg, a contradiction.
It is clear that the above argument is equally valid for SL(V), PGL(V) and PSL(V).
ExArvIPLE 5. Let G be a 2-transitive permutation group on a finite set Q, and let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of Go: , a: E Q.
Set n = I Q :. If p t n then Pis p-Sylow in G and Alperin's result (Corollary 1.9) applies. Ifp I n thenp t (n -1) and Example 1 applies.
We now consider the case of a 2-transitive group in which the stabilizer of a point is one of the groups described in Example 1. Theorem 1.8 (v) is needed here.
EXAMPLE 6. Let G be a 2-transitive permutation group on a finite set Q such that each orbit of GaB' ex, (3 E Q, ex =1= (3, has length relatively prime to p. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of GaB.
Let Q be a conjugate of P as in Theorem 1.8. By hypothesis, P ::( GaB"; for some y =I-ex, (3, and Q ::( Go., 8 =I-E. As 8 =I-ex or (3, we may assume that 8 =I-IX. Set H = G~8' K = G 6 • and L =-= Ga.6. Then Q n P .:( Gcr.6. = K n L and, by hypothesis, K n L contains a p-Sylow subgroup R of L containing Q n P. By Theorem 1.8 (v) it follows that R n P = Q n P is p-Sylow in L n H = GaBS. As G aB6 contains a p-Sylow subgroup of GaB' we must have Q = P, a contradiction.
As in Example 5, we now obtain EXAAIPLE 7. Let G be a finite 3-transitive permutation group and P a p-Sylow subgroup of the stabilizer of two points.
ApPLlCATIOKS TO FUSION.
Let P be a p-subgroup of a group G. If C is quaternion then V = (Q n P) . C u(Q n P), which implies the result. If C is cyclic of order ~4 then g either centralizes or inverts Q n P, and either action can be obtained by the use of an element of P. There is thus an element h in P with gh-I E CG(Q n P). Proof. By Theorem 1.8 (vi) we have Q '"" P for each conjugate Q of P; and by the remark preceding Theorem 1.10 it follows that the conclusions of Theorem 1.10 hold if A, Az are subsets of P conjugate in G. Thus, there are conjugates QI , .•• , Qn, VI , ••. , V n of P and elements Xl"'" Xn , Y of G satisfying (a)-(e) of Theorem 1.10. If P is abelian then Xi centralizes Q; n P, i = I, ... , n, so that Az = A X l"'X"lI = AY; since y E NG(P) the result follows. If P is non-abelian then Lemma 3.2 applies, and for each i = 1, ... , n there is an element hi E P such that AXl"'X, = AXl·"Xi-lhi. Then Az = AXl"'X~Y ~, A h "" h nll and hI'" hny E NG(P). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The above theorem generalizes a classical result of Burnside [3] , p. 327. We note that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 imply that Hg n H always contains a p-Sylow subgroup of H (see Lemma 3.8). Using this fact and Burnside's method, it is possible to give a direct proof of Theorem 3.3 (see the proof of Theorem 3.7). However, we note that the proofs of Theorems 1.10 and 3.3 show that .""T G(P) controls fusion in P whenever P is a Hamiltonian p-subgroup of G and Q ,......, P for each conjugate Q of P.
If P is assumed to be a nilpotent Hall subgroup of a subgroup Il of G, then much of §l holds with little change. This is due to theorems of Wielandt [5] .
In particular, Theorem 1.8 can be generalized with the exception that part (iii) must be removed. As a result, Theorem 3.3 holds in the more general setting. We mention one special case (see §2, Example 3). COROLLARY 
Let G be a group with a split (B, N)-pair and let H be a q-complement in B, where q is the characteristic of the group. Then N G(H) controls fusion in H.
This corollary can also be proved directly using the uniqueness of the Bruhat decomposition, although our proof indicates that the only fact needed is G = BNG(H)B.
As in Theorem 3.3, by examining the step-by-step conjugation we obtain the following THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a finite group, H More generally, the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 holds whenever it is known that Q ' ""-' P for all conjugates Q of P. An interesting spccial case of this generalization is provided by the situation described in §2, Example 4. \Ve remark that, in Theorem 3.5, if we had assumed that P is a p-group having a cyclic maximal subgroup of order pn, then we would conclude that N G(P) controls the fusion of elements of order pn in P. DEFDIITION 3.6 . If P is a subgroup of G, let Z*(P) consist of those elements x of P with the property that each conjugate of x lying in P is actually in Z(P).
We were led to the proof of the following theorem by the step-by-step conjugation approach. However, we shall first give a proof by direct methods. Proof. Let g E G and set Q = pu, K = Hu. Let R bc p-Sylow in K n H. There are elements h E H, k E K such that R ~ P" and R ~ Qk. If P" = Qk, then P" ~ K n II as required. Suppose that ph =F Qk. By hypothesis, there is a p-Sylow subgroup S of Kkh- In order to give an alternative proof of Theorem 3.7, we first introduce a conjugation family, in the sense of Alperin [1) . Let P he a p-subgroup of group G. Let ,?!, be the set of pairs (Q n P, T) where Q n P is a tame inter-
For conjugates Q, R of P we define Q ~ R in case there exist elements (Ql () P, Tl)'"'' (Qn () P, Tn) of;P;, conjugates VI'"'' Vn of P, and elements Xl'"'' xn in G such that
(c) Q:r1"':r,,~"" R.
(d) Q n P ~ Ql () P and (Q n PYI"'X, ~ Qi.,-1 n P, i = 1, ... , n -1. X '-I. Since y E NG(P) ~ NG(Z*(P», we have Az = Ah for some hE NG(Z*(P»), This proves that NG(Z*(P)) controls fusion in P. The remaining assertion of Theorem 3.7 is proved as before.
CONCLlJDlNG RnlARKs
Results such as those proved in Alperin and Gorenstein [2] seem to rely strongly on having a p-SyIQW subgroup P of G. However, it seems likely that further fusion results along the lines of Theorems 1.10, 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 can be obtained. It would also be of interest to have more examples of situations in which Q , . . . . . , . P for all conjugates Q of P. In the situation of Theorem 1.8, additional information can be obtained concerning the conjugates of P containing Q n P. For example, we mention without proof the following generalization of Theorem 1.8 (iv) and (v):
Let Q = Rl , ... , Rn be conjugates of P containing Q n P and Ll , ... , Ln , H subgroups of G such that Ri is p-Sylow in Li , i = 1, ... , n, and Pis p-Sylow in lI. Suppose that Q n P is not p-SyIow in Li n Li+1 , i = I, ... , n -1. Then R; 7--P, Ri n P ,~ Q n P, and Q n Pis p-Sylow in Li n H, i = I, ... , n.
